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Gender equality: Dialogue for buzz  

 Promote gender equality (G.E.)  

 G.E.  as a performance factor 

 G.E. as an incentive to excellence 

 Promote the visibility of women in science  



We make every action visible by an active 

communication: top management inclusion, 

website, social networks, publications… 

  



Information campaigns on stereotypes, gender 

bias, conferences, workshops and high level 

discussions. 

 

 

 



 

 Inform on the 20% curse (Brigitte Grésy: La vie en rose)  

 As best practice: communicate on positive news  

 such as 40% of women on boards since 2009 in Norway 

 62% of female students, 35% of female assistant and 

associate professors at UNIGE 
 



Get rid of damaging stereotypes 

Denounce common stereotypes putting men on Mars 

and women on Venus. 

Repeat again and again: the brain plasticity and the 

fact there are no proven neurobiological differences 

between male and femal brain (Catherine Vidal). 

 



Restore our prestigious past and associate 

women to power and… career 

 Strong, charismatic and intelligent queens such as Isabella of 
Castile, Elisabeth I and courageous warriors such as Joan of Arc 



Same strategy for sciences 

Charlie Hebdo sheds light on forgotten female scientists 

 



Faces à faces exhibition commemorating the 450th 

anniversary of the institution in 2009. Time to 

discover, or rediscover, important women scientist. 



Let us not forget that that girls are definitely 

interested in science 

 

 14.11.2015 Enlarge your horizon, hundreds of girls 

(age 11 to 14) participating to science workshops 

 Athena project 2015: six months in the Faculty of 

science (age 18 to 19): 50% of the participants are 

girls. 

 

 

 



Dialogue is necessary for the buzz: action plan 2013-

2016, regular meetings with deans, DDC project, LERU 

publications on gender bias and innovation 



Last but not least, Let’sfill the Wikipedia Gender Gap. We 
organise conferences and workshops: to teach the 

contribution techniques and to publish articles on 

wellknown Swiss women. Next step: female scientists. 

 

 



Gender equality: necessary dialogue for buzz 

 

 Eleanor Roosevelt: «Nobody really does anything 

alone… » 

 


